
Seeing is believing — witness the power of 
enhanced security and peace of mind firsthand.

CONTACT US

Prevent crime, elevate security, and boost productivity 
with our around-the-clock enhanced video surveillance 
technologies. Monitor your facilities efficiently, boost visibility, 
and improve emergency response with comprehensive 
video surveillance solutions from Security 101®.

Insightful Video 
Surveillance Systems

OVERVIEW

Smarter monitoring solutions for your business
Intelligent video cameras are your eyes on-site. 

Using sophisticated video surveillance technologies is key to strengthen the security of your 
facility. Smart cameras act as a visible crime deterrent, while also providing you with valuable data 
insights. This means that opportunities for fraud, theft, and unproductivity are eliminated.

Struggling with legacy equipment and not enough visibility will inevitably lead to serious — and avoidable — 
security vulnerabilities. Why wait? It is the time to simplify, centralize, and optimize your video surveillance 
system. It is time to heighten the protection of your people and assets with the latest technologies.

BENEFITS

Top benefits of video surveillance
Our dynamic, custom-designed video surveillance systems offer organizations of any size these benefits:

 о Prevent crime: Visible cameras can discourage 
criminals from committing illicit acts.

 о Optimal security: Integrated IP cameras 
actively protect your facility.

 о Safer working environments: Avoid workplace 
violence with sophisticated video technologies.

 о Remote monitoring: Check on your security 
system from anywhere at any time.

 о Deter theft: Protect against stealing 
and other employee misconduct.

 о Reduce inventory shrinkage: Catch and resolve 
inventory errors or deceitful deliveries.

 о Workflow optimization: Monitor operations 
for increased productivity and efficiency.

 о Peace of mind: Video surveillance can 
provide reassurance and stress relief.

https://www.security101.com/solutions/video-surveillance


SOLUTIONS

Our video surveillance solutions

IP cameras

IP cameras are essential for businesses of all 
sizes, providing a range of crucial benefits:

 о A better resolution — a stark contrast to the blurry and 
grainy quality offered by obsolete, analog systems. 

 о Unparalleled zoom-in capabilities.

 о IP-based video surveillance systems can let 
you access any camera, anytime, anyplace.

 о Extreme flexibility and low maintenance.

Cloud-based video surveillance

Upgrade to the cloud to streamline and enhance 
your video surveillance operations, providing 
your business with the following benefits:

 о Detect threats before they become major issues.

 о Investigate incidents.

 о Search for specific footage.

 о Access your cameras remotely.

 о Boost the security efficiency of your organization.

 о Lower your upfront costs.

Video analytics

Get more accessible and actionable information with our tailored video analytics.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and deep learning technologies have transformed video analytics, and with it, the capabilities of video 
surveillance. These innovations have improved coverage and allowed systems to continuously process more video and data.

Rather than trusting in on-site guards monitoring video feeds from multiple cameras, with the expertise 
of Security 101 and the integration of sophisticated video analytic technologies, you can now enhance 
the safety, security, and operational decision-making of your business automatically.

WHY US

Security 101 offers the best-in-class video surveillance solutions for your business.

We are experienced 
security professionals
Security 101 has the depth of 
experience to design, install, 
and maintain a seamless video 
surveillance system that is 
unique to your security needs.

Our technologies are effective 
and sophisticated
Knowing that your video 
surveillance system consists of 
best-in-class technologies, serviced 
by certified and experienced 
technicians, is foundational to 
our Security 101 approach.

We are fanatical about 
customer service
We take customer care seriously. 
Our priority is to provide you with 
ongoing support and assistance 
to help you maintain the integrity 
and security of your organization.

800.261.2041
security101.com CONTACT US
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